
LASH & GREY introduce new album 
one year following their debut.  
It’s safe to say that Lash&Grey are on their way to becoming 
national treasures. They have already impressed audiences with 
their unique musical craft that skillfully ignores the blueprint of 
current trends in music and lets them stand apart. After their 
debut release, the young duo was offered a place in the roster of 
the major European concert agency Bella Concerts, where they 
found themselves among names such as Meshell Ndegeocello, 
Herbie Hancock, Mononeon, or Pat Metheny. 


‘Blossoms Of Your World’, the follow-up to 2020's ‘Sleepin' With 
The Lights On’ awarded the Best Debut Album of the year in 
their native Slovakia, showcases impressive talents and the rare 
exception on the scene. Lash&Grey have broadened their sound 
since and pursue creating their songbook of deeply personal, 
melodic songs that are emotionally honest. 


"The album ‘Blossoms Of Your World’ is about us, about our 
lives, about what we have been intensely perceiving and feeling in recent times. Some songs 
like ‘Blossoms Of Your World’, ‘There We Are’ or ’Incurved In love’ are deeply personal. 
Sometimes it is difficult for us to share such intimate things with the world. However, the 
listeners often grasps the main idea of songs in their own way, and that's the magical beauty of 
music. It gives you feelings that can touch your deepest layers."


"We couldn't wait three or four years for these songs to be 
released, and at the same time, we didn't feel like releasing 
only occasional singles. Releasing an album on a record has a 
much higher and more lasting value for us, even though the 
music world has been set up a little differently these days. It 
makes sense to us this way. The album should be a complete 
story that has its sequence. And the stories should be told to 
the end." 

"The album features Brandon Combs, Bryan “B Dub” White, 
who are known for collaborating with names like Stevie 
Wonder, John Legend, or Leon Bridges. We were very 
pleased to have the opportunity to collaborate with Vlado 
Meller, renowned mastering engineer who worked on albums 
for Pink Floyd, Michael Jackson, Paul McCartney, Red Hot 
Chilli Peppers, and many other huge names of the music 
world." 

Blossoms Of Your World album info 

release date: 24th September 2021

style: soul, pop

label: independent artists

number of tracks: 8 original songs

total time: 34:24


recorded in Bratislava, Prague, Detroit & Los Angeles

mixed by Roland Kanik at Sonic Cat Studio, Bratislava

mastered by Vlado Meller, Assisted by Jeremy Lubsey 
at Vlado Meller Mastering, Charleston, SC, USA


linktree | spotify | youtube | facebook | instagram 

Album cover photo by Lenka 
Fitzgerald Simkova 

https://linktr.ee/lashgrey
https://open.spotify.com/artist/10s63xyA30oEH9Dx1Vj4H9?si=8tFHYumYQIW_StvL4Ky6wQ&dl_branch=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVpYGKdznXnjZEwQgBkCqLA
https://www.facebook.com/lashgreymusic/
https://www.instagram.com/lashgreymusic/


 



